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In 2010 
Becky Hays 
co-produced 
the film
Beyond Belief



Beyond Belief
explores the
power of the
subconscious
mind



...and how
subconscious
beliefs can be

empowering 
or 

disempowering



Beyond 
    Belief

10th Year of Global
Distribution in 2020 



Beyond 
    Belief

Used by NLP
Training Centers
around the world 



Beyond Belief explores 
     "limiting beliefs"



What is a 
     limiting belief?



Limiting Belief
a belief you carry 

that may not be true

but Limits You in some
way 

Limits what is Possible
in your Life.



Have you ever had
a belief,  that you
believed to be true

then later found out,
it wasn't  true at all...



Maybe you believed
a friend was mad at
you...then later
found out they just
had a bad day...

and that belief
wasn't true.



or Maybe you
believed you could
not pass a test in
school...

but then you did!!



or Maybe you
believed you would
never be able to
ride a bike, or drive
a car.

but then, you did!!



Limiting 
    Beliefs

People have
limiting beliefs about
themselves that are
not true.



People who have
tried to quit smoking
before sometimes
have a Limiting
Belief...that they
can't do it.



But then 

one day...

They do!!



and they
discover that
belief was
wrong!!



Or - they have a
belief that being a
nonsmoker will be
horrible 

but then they
discover - life is
better than before.



Maybe they believe
quitting smoking will
just be too hard

but then they
discover - it was
easier than they
thought.



What if you could 
      stop smoking...

and even
Enjoy it!



What if quitting smoking...

Could be
Easier than

you Believe?!



What if you Could 
Stop Smoking?What if you 

could be 
successful 
this time?!



What if you Could 
Stop Smoking?One reason

this program
will work for

you is....



What if you Could 
Stop Smoking?You don't

have to quit
until you are

ready.



What if you Could 
Stop Smoking?

In This Program
 

Boost your
Desire to 

Want to Quit 



What if you Could 
Stop Smoking?

In This Program
 

Boost your
Belief 

You Can Do It!!



Here are some
Comments from
clients who came to
me to quit smoking.

They used the 
same methods 
you receive 
in this program.



"You are the best in the field
of NLP that I have worked
with, and I appreciate what
you have done for me."

Rex, Young Man in 30's



"Doing really well. I haven't
had a cigarette. Have not
wanted one. Have not had
a craving for one. Or even
thought about it."

Jennifer, Mom lived with 
a family of smokers.



"What's funny, if I see
people smoking, pass by
people smoking, I don't
even smell it. Really Weird."

Jennifer, Mom lived with 
a family of smokers.



"My sense of smell and taste and
lung capacity are returning to
normal, and I seem to be more
talkative than ever.   I've been
pleasantly surprised."

Bonnie, 76 yr old. 2 packs a day, 
first cigarette at 6yrs old.



"It is so good to quit the smoking.
But even better to know that my
mind is so strong, and I did it.
Amazing!"

Matt, 30yr old 



One Reason This
Program Will Work
for YOU...

Guided Step by Step

Tools to Reprogram
Your Subconscious
Mind



That's what the
movie Beyond Belief
was all about...

you learn a habit...it
becomes
automatic....

subconscious...



When you unlearn a
Habit - 

you are
ReProgramming the
subconscious mind



Smoking is 
a Habit.



Changing that
Habit at the

subconscious
level is the best

way to make
that change.



You are
practicing being

a "Happy"
nonsmoker.



Practice something
long enough you
reprogram your

subconscious mind
to 

adopt the new way.



Practice Makes
Perfect

is a 
common
saying.



Practice Makes
Permanent

is more true.



Tips, Tools,
Techniques
Designed to

reprogram your
mind with 

Rapid Change
Techniques



But...

Only at the rate 
and speed that 
YOU are Ready...



All you need to do is...

Show up
Sit Back & Relax
Listen Guided Recordings
Complete the Lessons



Practice 
Makes 

Permanent



You are
practicing

to be a
nonsmoker



Better yet -
practicing
to be a 
"Happy"

nonsmoker.



What action can you 
      DO Right Now?!



Take Action...

Most Actions 
Begin in the Mind



Take Action...

If you have any belief
you cannot do it...

Begin to Shift that
Belief Right Now...



Take Action...

By CHOOSING to
Believe... that it could
be Different This Time



This time you are
applying Tools
and Methods
that most people
never do.



And that will be
the difference 
for You.



So repeat to
yourself:

I Can Do This!



In the next section
you Jump into
Action putting the
Tools into Practice



You have an
enormous amount
of support in this
program -
propelling you
towards success



And all you 
need to do is 
make one simple
commitment...



Commit to...
Keep Showing up
Keep Practicing
Doing the Program

Until You Are Ready



  
Congratulations in

Advance...

You Can 
    Do it!!
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